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Geological Survey of Luella Lake Property for 
Getty Mines, Limited

ABSTRACT

The geological survey was conducted during June 1972, 
on the saitie grid as that used fnr ffi*** poopTiyBinal surveys.. 
The geological survey covers 12 contiguous^ unpatented 
claims north of Luella Lake. This survey indicated a
large body of amphibole gabbro on the claim group, which 
contains a low grade Cu-Ni showing about 700 feet long and 
up to 150 feet wide. The results of this survey are shown 
on the accompanying map.

June 28, 1972 Robert W. Barker, PhD.



INTRODUCTION

In Junel972, the Luella Lake claim group was investigated 

by geological mapping on a scale of I"s200'. Location was guided 

by a chained base line and by pacing along cross lines generally 

about 400 feet apart. In much of the property outcrop was 

scarce, due to low ground and swamp. In other areas broad hills 

of sandy soil and open bush cover areas devoid of outcrop, Outcrop 

was abundant, however, in the immediate vicinity of the main 

showing.and at the eastern boundary of the property.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The property consists of twelve unpatented mining claims. 

numbered 263027 to 263038, in a contiguous block. The claims are 

recorded in the Thunder Bay Mining Division. Located north of Luella 

Lake, the claims can be reached by a good trail about one mile long 

starting at a small bay on the north shore of Luella Lake. Luella 

Lake is approximately 65 miles north of the town of Armstrong, 

Ontario, and the lake is accessible from Armstrong by charter 

aircraft, either float or ski equipped.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

The survey was conducted, unassisted, by Dr. R. W. Barker,
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of Getty Mines, Limited, 10 King St. E. , Toronto l, Ontario. 

The abundant outcrop in the area of the main showing established 

that the disseminated, low grade sulfides are found in a coarse 

grained, amphibole gabbro. The bulk of the claim group is 

underlain by this coarse grained gabbro, though abundant coarse 

grained granite intrudes the gabbro near the eastern boundary of 

the property. In general, the gabbro is quite barren of sulfides 

and oxides. Within the gabbro the trends of a very crude 

compositional banding and of a normally faint schistosity are about 

N 50 0 W to N 700 w, with a nearly vertical dip.

The main showing is found along a contact between the 

gabbro and an inlier of metamorphic rocks. This contact is often 

quite difficult to establish, especially where the metamorphic rocks 

are amphibolites, as the gabbro exhibits a fine grainte chill zone 

adjacent to the inlier. In the main showing, near 0+00 on the base 

line, the sulfides are frequently finely disseminated and interstitial 

to the silicates. Locally small blebs of sulfides can be found, and 

considerable remobilization of sulfides does occur along some 

small shear zones. Extensive trenching provides excellent 

exposure of this showing. Though fairly extensive, the mineralization
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in the showing is erratic and low grade. Pyrrhotite is generally 

five times more abundant than chalcopyrite.

Significant sulfide s can be found to the north and east of 

the main showing, near 8+00 N on line 14+00 E. Several small 

zones less than ten feet long can be found with up to IB-20% 

sulfides. No extent to this mineralization could be established.

OVERBURDEN

In large areas of the property no outcrop can be found. In 

the swampy areas, however, small low outcrops are found in a 

few local instances, which suggests the overburden is not of too 

great a thickness, probably thirty feet or sp. The slight hills, in 

the southwest corner of the property and to the north of the boundary^ 

contain no outcrop and have sandy soil. They are probably made up 

largely of fine glacial debris, and overburden in these areas may 

be over fifty feet.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Though fairly extensive, the area of low grade mineralization 

is not large enough to consider an open pit mining target. The 

location of the claim group as well, makes the economics of such
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a target questionable. Therefore, if no high grade extensions of 

the showing are indicated by other surveys on the property, the 

claims should be abandoned.

Respectfully submitted,

TORONTO, ONTARIO 
June 28, 1972.

One plan accompanies this report.

ROBERT W. BARKER, PhD.
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ABSTRACT

The geochemical survey of soils was conducted in 
the month of June 1972^ using the same grid as that 
used for the geophysical surveys^ The surveyed 
area covers twelve unpatented. contiuous minin

north of Luella Lake. The results of the soil
sampling survey are indicated on the accompanying 
map.
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INTRODUCTION

During June 1972, a soil sampling survey was conducted over 

the twelve claims of the Luella Lake Property. Location was guided 

by a cut and chained base line and by pacing on the cross lines^ 

usually 400 feet apart. Wherever possible, samples were taken on 

the cross lines at every 100 feet. However, fairly large areas of 

the property were not suitable for soil sampling, due to swampy
l ' "  """1 ' "    '"^"*^" "^^^ -   i-(mi i i '

conditions, which did not allow for good soil samples.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The property, consisting of the^twelve contiguous, unpatented 

mining claims numbered 263027 through 263038, is located about 

\ mile north of Luella Lake. The claims are filed in the Thunder Bay 

Mining District. They can be reached by a good trail starting at a 

small bay on the north shore of the lake. Luella Lake is accessible 

by float or ski equipped aircraft out of Armstrong, Ontario, about 

65 miles to the south.

SOIL SAMPLING SURVEY

Throughout the survey, the "B" horizon of the soil profile 

was sampled. In general, the soil profile was well developed and
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clearly defined, with a think humic layer, underlain by a grey 

leached zone six to eight inches thick. At each sample location, 

usually every 100 feet on the cross lines, a small pit was dug with 

a shovel, and the "B" horizon was sampled,at a depth of ten to 

twelve inches. The type of soil and direction of drainage was 

recorded for each sample. In some of the swampy areas of the 

property it was not pop gib! A t.n gpt a suitable soil sample. In such 

areas, the lack of a sample is indicated on the accompanying map 

by the initials N. S. -

Approximately 25 cubic centimeters of soil was collected 

at each station. The -80 fraction of the soil sample was treated 

with a hot nitric acid leach, and the analysis for Cu and Ni was 

made by the atomic absorption method. Background values were as 

follows:

background Cu 5-8 ppm 
background Ni 8-16 ppm

The results of the survey are shown on the accompanying map. 

Two separate anomalies are apparent, both of which are both narrow 

and weak. One covers the main showing from 0+00 on the base line 

to 11+OOE on the baseline. A long but weak anomaly is also visible 

to the northeast, running from 6+00 N on line 9+00 E to 5+00 N on 

line 20+00 E.
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The survey was conducted by:

J. G. Mayman 
Suite 31
160 Cactus Ave. 
Willowdale, Ontario

Gordon Cousins
40 Onaway Rd.
Port Credit, Ontario

Denis Laforest
279 Spruce St. South
Timmins, Ontario

Adrien Beaudoin
Box 74
Porcupine, Ontario

RE COMMENDATIONS

The geochemical survey failed to significantly extend the main 

showing of low grade, disseminated maineralization. The small 

anomaly to the north east of the main showing is in low ground 

and probably due to a drainage effect from the small zones of sulfides 

on a hill near 8+00 N on line 14+00 E. These sulfides do not appear 

to be of any economic importance and are described in the geological 

report. The survey does not extend known targets or present any 

significant new targets for further exploration.

TORONTO, ONTARIO 
June 28, 1972

Map accompanies report.
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